Bay Insulation Systems Introduces New Skyliner™ Insulation System, a HighPerformance System for Metal Building Roofs and Walls That Brightens Buildings,
Meets New Energy Codes, Reduces Construction Costs, and Meets OSHA Leading
Edge Fall Protection Requirements
Bay Insulation has created a brighter future for the metal-building industry with the
introduction of its new Skyliner™ Insulation System at the Butler National Sales
Meeting. A liner system for metal building roofs and walls, Bay’s advanced commercial
solution delivers energy savings, worker protection, and installation cost-savings that
surpass industry standards and expectations for insulation system performance.
The Skyliner™ insulation system is composed of a premium, woven, HPDE Scrim liner
that is .02 perm-rated vapor retardant for thermal insulation. Liner features a brilliant
white reflective surface that brightens buildings, improves lighting efficiency, and
reduces energy usage. The bright white material, with sky-blue backing, delivers a light
reflectance value of 84.
Tested extensively, The Skyliner™ System (liner, banding, clips, adhesive, NAIMA
Insulation) meets or exceeds new energy codes and increases building energy efficiency
with high R Values and low U Factors.
The Skyliner™ System is designed for easier erection, saving time and money on
construction costs. The fabric covers purlins (roofs) or girts (walls), and its unique fabric
dispensing system (from a core), adhesive dispensing system, and banding and clip
method, are designed for quick deployment. Skyliner™ increases on-roof productivity
and reduces field labor costs. And a brand new, exclusive Skyliner™ addition, “New”
Flange Brace Covers, can be included in the Skyliner™ package to ease and speed up
installation.
The exclusive safety clip, banding, and fabric system maximize safety on the roof.
Skyliner™ meets OSHA standards for both passive-fall restraint and active-fall
protection to provide leading-edge worker safety.
The result is a brilliant white, energy-efficient roof or wall surface that delivers maximum
safety (roof), tested thermal efficiency, and exceptional money-saving advantages for
both construction companies and building owners.
Skyliner™ is ideal for new or retrofit applications. It meets or exceeds all codes and
standards, including ASHRAE, IECC, California Title 24, Washington, Oregon, and
Florida.
To learn more about Skyliner™, ask your Bay Insulation Systems District Manager, visit
www.skylinersystems.com, or call 1-844-999-7153.
The Bay Family of Companies produces and distributes commercial and industrial
fabricated and metal building insulation products to satisfied customers around the
country. Its metal building insulation division, Bay Insulation Systems, ranks as the
largest producer and distributor of metal building insulation materials and accessories,
and is the largest producer of custom-laminated metal building blanket insulation.
Headquartered in Green Bay, Wisconsin, The Bay Family of Companies operates 75
locations throughout the United States.

